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‘We are living on this planet as if we 
have another one to go to...’

- Terri Swearingen, 1997

WHY NOW?
We are in a world that is greatly unstable and every person can do a little bit to reduce this  
instability. 

This report looks at what Nicholsons are aiming to achieve in terms of environmental standards 
in the foreseeable future.

Where we are now:

23 acre plant nursery in North Aston

100 woodlands managed

154 staff members

264 solar panels producing...

44,000 units of electricity annually

6,500 cubic metres of water in our reservoir

302,594 trees sold in 12 months



NIEL NICHOLSON
We have a responsibility to take care of our environment. For me, one of the main issues is ‘waste’. 
As someone once said: You can’t throw things away as there is no ‘away’. Our challenge is to do all we 
can to reduce our negative impact on the planet (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle), whilst also looking at how 
we can actively improve the environment too. As a horticultural nursery, landscape and forestry  
business, we can quite easily score highly on the carbon offset challenge, considering the amount 
of trees we grow and plant. Furthermore, we have tried hard to excel elsewhere by installing our 
own PV panels, a wood chip fired boiler and a reservoir for our irrigation water. There is always more 
we can do, and we are currently setting targets for the future with a drive and ambition to continue 
improving.

N I C H O L S O N S
With all the news in the media about plastic oceans and climate change, it is easy to feel overwhelmed and 
helpless regarding the environment – and to question if individual actions can really make a difference. 

As a company, we have the opportunity to group our individual actions together, and collectively we can have a 
great impact on the world around us. Nicholsons have always believed that with success comes responsibility, 
and it is integral to our values that we use our position to be a force for positive change in the world. 

We have identified 7 key areas at Nicholsons that we believe have our biggest environmental impact:

Vehicles

Electricity

How we design and build our gardens (ERA)

UK Sourced Trees

Waste and Recycling

Peat-free Production

Water
We have used these 7 areas as our main focus in reducing our footprint by: 

• Looking at what we have already put in place in these areas over the years
• Measuring where we currently are, and where we would like to be this time next year
• Devising a strategic plan outlining how we hope to achieve these targets 
• Establishing longer term goals of where we hope to be 10 years from now

TIM SHARDLOW
As a chartered forester, with experience ranging from hard-nosed commercial work, right through to 
conservation and amenity driven work, it is immensely satisfying to work at a company like  
Nicholsons. Here, we put environmental benefit and sustainable low impact operations at the top of 
our company objectives, and we drive to make sure these objectives are met wherever possible.  
Planting trees, establishing woodland and developing timber resources all provide tangible eco- 
system benefits. These include habitat connectivity, improved water quality and carbon capture, as 
well as sustainable financial and asset value to land owners. Marrying these objectives together can 
be challenging, but is always rewarding; the pleasure of seeing a thriving woodland you planted years 
ago never diminishes. 

A NOTE FROM OUR DIRECTORS
LIZ NICHOLSON
As directors of a forestry and landscape business, it would be easy to believe we do our bit for the 
environment by growing and selling upwards of 300,000 trees per year. However, we feel rather the 
opposite: we work at the coalface of nature and are often first in line to see the true impact of climate 
change and acknowledge man’s responsibility towards the environment. It is for this reason that we 
feel we need to lead by example and share our knowledge with our customers and suppliers alike.
Our passion for a sustainable world has driven our charitable goals and we have two clear sectors 
where we support charitable investment. We work closely with the International Tree Foundation and 
Enonkishu Nature Reserve in the Masai Mara, sending teams to support local communities through 
replanting programmes. Closer to home, we have been working with the Berkeley Reafforestation Trust 
to introduce forest schools to local primary schools. We are passionate about nature and feel that we 
are custodians of our planet. We welcome any innovative ideas to improve how we do this.

SAM GIBSON
Although the aim of landscaping is to enhance the environment long term, the short-term effect can 
feel quite impactful as extensive construction work is undertaken. We aim to minimise this  
environmental impact where possible throughout the process. Examples of this can range from 
designing out excessive building work early on and minimising spoil sent to landfill by reusing on 
site, to equipping our team of gardeners with electric tools so they can enjoy a more peaceful work 
day in the fresh air! The combined effect of these measures is not only a reduction in our short-term 
environmental disruption, but also a greater inherent focus on the importance of protecting our 
environment for colleagues and clients, both today and for years to come.     

MERLIN BROOKE-LITTLE
Nicholsons was born from plant sales and this remains a central pillar of the business today. Selling 
only responsibly sourced, grown and cared for plants is a challenge we wholeheartedly embrace.
We love hosting events for our clients where they can see our commitment to the environment 
and learn about our practices. From our ‘Biosecurity Breakfasts’ and talks on peat-free production, 
through to the children’s Little Acorn trail through the Plant Centre, it is a privilege to be part of a 
company that puts such an emphasis on sharing knowledge and leading by example.
Professional development and staff training is a big part of the picture, and our ethos focuses on how 
we can get the best from our plants with minimal environmental impact. The use of integrated pest 
management, better plant spacing, choosing the right crops to grow, responsible sourcing and 
growing in peat-free compost all come with challenges and costs, but we meet these head on, 
knowing we are doing what is best for the environment. 



CURRENT PROVISIONS 

In the 40 years since our very first trees arrived on the nursery, we have always been looking  
for ways to help the environment where we can. 

WATER 

In 2007, we installed a 6,500m  reservoir on our nursery. Our reservoir links to our irrigation system, collecting 
rainwater from our building roofs and run-off around the site. This means we are able to provide water to over 
40,000 plants, without ever tapping into the mains supply. 

HEAT AND POWER 

In 2012, we installed 264 PV solar panels (50kWp) on our barn roof and built a bio-mass woodchip boiler on 
site. Together, these installations mean we generate all our own heat throughout the offices, and 
approximately 40% of our electricity is created right here in the yard. The rest of our electricity comes from 
companies utilising renewable sources.

PEAT-FREE 

We have been gradually reducing the amount of peat used on the nursery. We only buy in peat-free bagged  
compost and are working with our suppliers to encourage the use of alternatives in cases where they supply 
plants in peat growing media. There was a time when virtually all our production used compost containing 
peat. We are now using peat in less than a third of our production, and are looking for ways to reduce this all 
the time. 

ECOLOGY RATING AWARD (ERA) 

Every garden designed and built by Nicholsons is now evaluated for an Ecological Rating Award – our exclusive 
rating system which looks at the hard and soft landscaping of a garden and assesses it against a set of criteria. 
Points are awarded for gardens offering features that are known to be beneficial to wildlife (such as a body of 
water, or flowers favoured by pollinators) and for gardens that use more environmental alternatives to harsher 
building materials (such as free draining gravel instead of tarmac). Bronze, Silver, Gold or Platinum certificates 
are given at the completion of the build, and our designers are keen to work with clients to improve their  
rating where they can. 

WASTE AND RECYCLING 

Employing the practice of ‘Reduce, Reuse, Recycle’, we have looked at the waste we generate across all areas 
of our business. From the packaging in our Yurt kitchen to the stone slabs not used on site (offered to local 
schools or businesses who have need for them), we are constantly reviewing the waste we produce and 
looking for ways to improve in this area. 

100% of waste produced by Nicholsons is separated, and as much as possible is reused or recycled as  
appropriate. We work with Grundon and Terracycle to ensure effective recycling, and our green waste is  
composted by a local company.

VEHICLES 

With a large fleet of over 60 vehicles, we know that this is one of our biggest challenges to becoming a  
carbon-negative company. Recently, we have invested in our first electric vehicle. Our Sustainability Team are  
keeping their finger on the pulse as technological advances increase the mile-range of electric vehicles, with 
the hope that in the future, we can switch our fleet to electric or hybrid cars that enable us to continue  
operating successfully on a day-to-day basis. 

Until then, we minimise miles where we can by grouping deliveries and assigning teams to jobs close to their 
homes. We are always looking at ways that we can reduce our collective mileage across the company. 

UK SOURCED TREES 

The UK offers a phenomenal range of native trees, shrubs and plants, and we work with many UK suppliers to 
supplement our own stock of plants, grown right here on the nursery. We believe we are the largest grower 
of Holm Oak in the country, and also boast impressive stocks of various other native trees and hedging, grown 
and cared for by our dedicated nursery team. 

We do our best to recommend UK grown trees wherever possible. When required, we do source trees from 
our trusted suppliers in Europe – always ensuring these go through rigorous checks to ensure the plants are 
grown to the same standard they would be on our own nursery. We have been trading with some of our  
suppliers for over 30 years, and have built up a trusting relationship where we are able to challenge their  
practices and ensure that Nicholsons’ standards are not compromised by sourcing abroad. 
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10  YEARS AGO...

WHERE WE HAVE COME FROM AND WHERE 
WE HOPE  TO GET  TO:

NOW (2019) 1 YEAR TARGET (2020) 10  YEARS LATER (2030)

V
E
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0 electric vehicles.
No data for average CO2 emissions.
0 electric charging points on site.

1 electric vehicle.
Average CO2 emission per vehicle: 182g / km.
0 electric charging points on site.

2 electric vehicles.
Average CO2 / vehicle reduced by 10%. 
Electric points fitted in customer car park.

70% of vehicles to be electric. 
Average CO2 / vehicle reduced by 70% across fleet.
Electric points fitted in all car parks.
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100% of power drawn from National Grid.
0% renewable energy used (heat or power).
Heating from an oil boiler.

60% of power drawn from National Grid.
264 solar panels (50 kWp).
100% of office heating from biomass woodchip 
boiler.
Our mess room has electrical heaters. 
The Yurt has an electric heater and wood burner.

40% of power drawn from National Grid.
500 + solar panels.
100% of office and Orchard Barn heating from 
biomass woodchip boiler. 
Mess room to be heated by renewables. 
The Yurt to keep electric heater and wood burner.

25% of power drawn from National Grid.
500+ solar panels and batteries on site to store excess 
power.
100% of new buildings to be heated by biomass woodchip 
boiler or similar.
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Gardens not rated against any environmental 
criteria.

ERA recently rolled out.
59 gardens completed since implementation.
8 rated platinum, 22 rated gold, 20 rated silver 
and 9 rated bronze.

All new gardens to be rated. 
At least 90% of gardens this year to achieve a 
rating of bronze or above. 
At least 10% of gardens this year to be awarded 
gold or higher.

100% of gardens to achieve a rating of bronze or above. 
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Approximately 10% of plants sourced in the UK. 62% of plants in last 12 months were UK 
sourced.

75% of plants to be UK sourced. 90% of plants to be UK sourced.
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Pots all recycled.
Paper recycled. 
Plastics, cardboard and general waste not  
separated.

Taupe pots being researched.
Paper, plastic, cardboard, glass, metal, untreated 
wood, plus some lesser-recycled materials such as 
biscuit wrappers and crisp packets all recycled.
Cut and fill used, and paving reused wherever  
possible.

Continue to assess site practices regarding 
waste and ways to improve. 
Keep up to date with new recycling initiatives 
and continue to reduce waste produced in the 
first place. 

Continue to assess site practices regarding waste and ways 
to improve. Keep up to date with new recycling initiatives 
and continue to reduce waste produced in the first place. 
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N No nursery labels identified if peat was used.
100% of production on the nursery  
contained peat. 

Some plant labels specify compost composition.
Approximately 70% production on the nursery is 
peat free.

100% of plant labels to specify if plant grown 
with peat.
10% increase of peat-free production on the 
nursery.
Obtain statistics of our suppliers’ usage of peat. 

100% plant production on nursery to be peat free. 
90% of traded material to be peat free. 

W
A

TE
R

All water used on site was drawn from the 
mains.

Most water is taken from the reservoir.  
Approximately 80% of water last year came from 
the reservoir. Statistics for our water usage are 
poor. 

Improvement in our records of water usage. Consider using grey water as appropriate in new 
buildings. Consider implementing reed beds for 
toilet waste systems.

OUR 10 YEAR GOALS



Deliveries Standard Deliveries are linked locally where possible depending on load size Eradicate the sale of one off and aim to link all deliveries 1 1 Allocate specific days to specific areas etc                                                                  
BANBURY - WEDNESDAY etc

Transport of materials  & 
carbon footprint ? Where possible and practical materials are delivered direct to site rather than to yard (yard 

deliveries then require double-handling and redelivering to client)
Deliveries to be managed centrally to avoid cross over and needless doubling back 

and forth. 1 1 Continue to deliver to site where possible and link site visits 
where appropriate to avoid doubling back.

Currently, people collect items from different suppliers independently. Centralised management 
to be organised so items can be collected for more than 1 dept each time

Group collection - if you are going to Stoneworld, check what else is required and use 
yard as hub 0 1 Develop new CS roles to ensure communication and logical 

collections.

Mixture of all sizes and grades of vehicle to allow the right vehicle for the job Make better use of vehicles and efficiency 1 2 Vehicles to be allocated with this in mind.
Vehicles used to get to the 
office Some people share lifts but most people drive individually. 0 1 Carpool scheme to mean that the minimum number of vehicles 

possible are coming into the office each day. 
Transportation of goods from 
abroad We only receive in an average of 2-3 containers directly from Asia in a year. All of our teak and acacia wood is sourced from Asia - look at carbon footprint. 1 1 Ensure only HCL's are ordered, is there an less environmentally 

impacting alternative to shipping?

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve Score Aug 2018 SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Telephones We have recently changed contract to get mobiles and landlines under one banner

Water Office and Yurt use is from the mains, the majority of the remainder is for irrigation and comes 
from rainwater into the reservoir Ensure all loos and other water saving options are being fulfilled 2 2

Some kind of rainwater harvesting flush system for toilets.  
CDDs to be installed in all cisterns. When dishwashers need 
replacing down the line, replace with AA rated machines. 

Electric We have a very large electric bill that has gone up hugely since the kitchen and its associated 
power needs. We are very high users of electricity All 0 0 Needs really good look at

Heating - Offices and Barns

We use a Biomass Chip Boiler and a back up Oil Boiler for all heating in the offices. We have 
been using chips from our waste wood, but these have had issues of long shreds and other 
debris and detritus that should have been sifted out. The result was many jam ups and damage to 
the boiler causing several breakdowns and use of the oil boiler as back up. Have been using 
more virgin chip wood recently and have had no issues for 3 months, therefore no costs and no 
use of oil. Looking at ways of recycling the pallets elsewhere.

2 2

Heating - Kitchen Apart from the ovens themselves we have an air to air heater that also cools in the summer. 
Water is heated by electric immersion tank. 1 1

Heating - Yurt Wood Burner and Electric fan heater Uses sustainable timber but electric fan heater not good. Try to use woodburner 
more. Look at ensuring the insulation is fitted sooner and keeping doors closed 1 1 Not sure

Lighting We have strip lights and halogens All halogens to go to LED, Strip lights to be repalced by LED strip lights when they 
blow 0 1 All LED

Air conditioning We use air conditioning in the summer as the office gets hot and work output goes down Use only as necessary 1 1 Use only as necessary

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve Score July 2018 SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

We buy in items that come in non-recyclable packaging, e.g. biscuits. Our teabags mostly come 
in cardboard boxes, although some have a plastic layer inside. Our fruit comes in plastic bags. Reducing waste coming into the office to reduce waste going out. 0 1

Buy loose fruit, possibly consider using a greengrocer or a local 
farmer for fresh fruit. Could come in with Yurt delivery. All 
teabags to be in cardboard only.  Biscuits to be bought from UK 
producers only. 

Milk comes in glass bottles and is returned to North Aston. 2 1

Waste production - Stationery We buy single use biros, highlighters etc. We buy FSC approved paper but not recycled. Reduce waste produced in office. 0 0 Refillable biros and recycled paper.

Use of paper is being reduced across the business but we are a long way from being paperless. 
All Accounts currently has to be printed for evidentiary  purposes.   58,000 sheets have been 
printed in 108 days on the Ricoh = 537 printouts per day!!!!! And this isn't even all the printing 
done in the business!

0

Accounts have very recently moved to 60gsm recycled paper from 80gsm virgin paper. Office 
now uses recycled toilet paper. A small drop in the ocean. 0

Recycling waste 80% of UK business do not recycle all their waste. The UK as a 
whole only recycles 17.7% of its solid waste.

Separate bins in most areas of business, however people do not always use these correctly. 
People do not fully understand the recycling process - for example, that plastic containers should 
be clean before adding to recycling bin as food scraps mean the bin is "contaminated" and can 
be rejected at the recycling plant.

Education of staff members. Better labelled and clearer bin stations. 1 1 All waste to be recycled correctly and efficiently. 

Electricity usage Usage for medium businesses ranges from 30,000 to 
50,000kWh (£3,240 per year)

Average approximately £600 per month  (above industry average - how is this possible with the 
PVA?!!)                                                                        Computers get turned off overnight but often 
screens are left on. Kettle is often overfilled when making hot drinks. Lights not being used 
should be turned off but often aren't. 

Staff not to leave chargers plugged in when not charging. PC monitors should go to 
sleep more quickly.  0 1

All electrical equipment to be completely off overnight. 
Everyone to be more conscious of turning off lights and using 
right level of water in kettle.   All new computer monitors to be 
LCD rather than CRT. 

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve
Score August 

2018
SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Packaging fragile goods Bubble wrap Find ways to use cardboard instead of bubble wrap etc. 0 1 All fragile goods wrapped in something sustainable / 
biodegradeable / recyclable

Recycling - plastic
Plastic - we put all of our plastic from out goods that arrive in into our plastic skip. We have asked 
that a couple of companies that use large amounts of plastic reduce the amount that they use for 
our goods.

Plastic - trying to reduce the plastic that we receive in. All suppliers to use recycled 
alternatives to plastic (this may cause an issue with any broken goods received in if we 
have specified the packaging).

1 2 Get all suppliers to reduce plastic packaging by 75%.

Teak furniture SVLK teak is an Indonesian government requirement. 
All SVLK Grade A teak. Visited Indonesia to check that our supplier complies with our guidelines. 
Health and safety not up to scratch so we provided them with outlines, posters and audits. PPE 
has been provided for all workers. Shipping footprint. 

Difficult to test exact grading of teak, would be good if there is a better test that we 
can do to ensure grading. Health and safety was not up to scratch, need to ensure that 
guildlines are being followed. Location of where the teak is sourced, is it local to 
where it is produced? 

1 2
Check that all teak is Grade A. Find evidence to back up our 
beliefs that SVLK is better than FSC. Follow up audit to check 
H&S and PPE.

Oak furniture All FSC Oak, sourced from UK or Europe. 
Need to receive through all documentation of FSC certification from all suppliers of 
Oak, for our records. Ensure that transportation of goods is as efficient as possible to 
reduce emissions.

1 1 All oak sourced from FSC, just need to get full certification for 
our records.

Acacia furniture All FSC Acacia sourced from Vietnam. Has to be shipped over. Do not know workers' quality of 
life. 0 0 Receive audit from suppliers with proof that workers are looked 

after, and have good working conditions. 

Aluminium furniture
Production of our aluminium items creates metal that is easily recycled for future generations 
because of it's long life span. About 20% of our items are definitely produced from recylced 
aluminium currently. 

Use more recycled aluminium in our production. 1 2 See if it is possible to increase our recycled aluminium usage to 
50%.

Steel furniture All steel in 1900 collection is recycled and recyclable. 2 2 Continue as we are.

Paint Paint on steel furniture is solvent-free and applied in a zero-release facility. 2 2 Ensure that this is happening with all of our powder coating 
companies.

Customer bags and liners All our bags that we give to customers are all paper, we do not give out any plastic. Rosara use to 
have re-usuable bags that were made of cotton but found that this is more expensive. 

Re-evaluate looking at when we sell plants that customers need a liner on the bottom 
so it does not mark the seats. We give out plastic liners 1 Look into paper lines for cards or something that can hold water 

and mud rather than using plastic

Sharon Simmonds - supplier

Sharon is a supplier that uses reclaimed woods, and recylcing of materials. For example old 
window shutters being converted into mirrors, pews made from reclaimed oak and old Indian train 
windows as mirrors. Also when Sharon deliviers the goods, we make sure we have a whole van 
load so that trips are worth it to drop off here. 

Trying to only keep using the recycled matierals from here rather than wanting to use 
new materials for products. 1 Keep following what we are already doing, and find new ideas 

of materials we can use to be in line with helping recycle. 

Botanical Candle Company 

Hand poured, soy wax with no palm oil. We went for this company because we wanted to make 
sure that when they burn they do not let out any toxic fumes, whether breathing in the toxins or if 
they are harmful to the enviroment. They are stored in glass jars that can then be re-used when 
the candle has finished 

When they came in delivery, they used a lot of the polystyrene. The reasoning behind 
this is probably to hold all the glass jars so they do not move around and break. 1 See if there is any other recycled materials that they can use to 

keep the glass from breaking

Tutu Organic chocolate company, everything is handmade and uses organic and fairtrade beans and 
milk. They use plastic to cover the chocolate, we are wanting to only use recycled materials 1 Find out if this is something that they could change (packaging)

Biggie Best Uses inner feathers, no plastic packaging when they come in on delivery - Find out more about the feathers that are being used, whether the background of the 
bird they used was a happy bird. 1 2 Need to find out about the background of the cushions feathers. 

Cards - recylced Not all the cards are recylced with paper but the ones that are, are the supplier we use the most. Everycard has to come in celophane which is not great for the planet, can use eco 
friendly one though 1 1 Need to find out if the plastic that they use is eco friendly and 

recycled. 

Gardeners Books This is a new supplier, again when sent through in delivery they use no plastic only cardboard. 
The company work a lot along side St Wilfrids Hospice, and along side trade supports. 

A new idea from management is having the book on the shop floor that people can 
read and bend, but we do not want to be giving this version to the customer. Instead 
we will be having books upstairs that we wrap in cellofane that will be given to the 
customer

2 2
Not using plastic! If the book comes in and the supplier has not 
already wrapped it in plastic, lets not add anymore plastic to 
this! NC sorted, has biodegradable cellophane

Grand Illusions - soap
All natural ingredients that are used, so we have listed this on a blackboard trying to promote. 
Packaging from Grand Illusions is great they used recycled cardboard also this comes in a brown 
cardboard box

We do not know if this is tested on animals 1 1 Need to find out about the testing as to whether this is tested on 
animals or not. 

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve Score August 
2018

SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Waste Food All waste food is collected and recycled via Grundon Try to moderate portion size to ensure waste is kept at a minimum. Also careeful 
buying.

2 2 Minimal food waste and look at composting

Waste Plastic/Cardboard/Glass All waste is recycled as elsewhere in the business Reduce waste in the first place 2 2 Reduce waste in the first place

Heating/cooling - Yurt Kitchen Currently the ovens do most of the heating but there is an air source heat pump to top this up. 
This is also used to cool the kitchen as needed in the summer

0 1

Heating - Yurt  Use of electric fan heater and wood burner Use fleece as soon as appropriate, minimal use of electric fan heater to kick start the 
heat and then the wood burner to maintain

1 1 Keen to look at ways of improving this

Electricity usage As all cooking is electric this is a heavy use area. Also all fridges and freezers. look at whether the ovens need to be on at all times. Use most efficient fridges and 
freezers

0 0 Reduce oven usuage where possible

Water usage As needed 1 1

Suppliers We use a mixture of suppliers to cover all the needs and get competitive prices. Most deliver 
every day

Would like to look at using local suppliers where possible and then ensuring that we 
get orders ona  less regular basis to reduce transport costs. Ensure all suppliers are 
ethical.

1 1 All local suppliers but only delivering 1 or 2 times per week

Menu items 2 veggie, 2 vegan, 2 meat and 2 fish options each month Consider elimintating beef from the menu completely? Offer more vegan cakes. 1 2 Ensure menu supports environmentally friendly ethos of 
Nicholsons 

Logistics

UTILITIES

OFFICE

Waste production - Kitchen

YURT

Waste production - Paper Average office worker uses up to 45 pieces of paper per day!
Reduce paper coming into the office                  Reduce print outs.                                                     

Reduce paper used in the office. Niel to keep an eye out for ideas to the Accounts 
paper deluge. 

1

Consider digital accounts systems when rest of business is 
paperless.               Aim for a virtually paperless office as much 

as possible. Everyone to be on secure print.  People to use 
scrap paper instead of notebooks.  All paper that does need to 
be printed should be done on 60gsm recycled paper if it is not 

going to be seen by customers.

ROSARA

A FLAVOUR OF OUR ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT

This may be a little too small to read, but we wanted to save paper and 
thought that printing our whole audit in this brochure was a waste of trees!

If you are keen to find out more, please make an appointment to meet with 
one of our Sustainability Team by emailing  

contact@nicholsonsgb.com

This column shows where we 
were last April on a traffic 

light scoring system

Needs lots of work

Could be worse, could be better

We are doing well

This column looks at 
the industry standards 

for the area - when 
they are available!

We use our scores to 
set targets for  

improvement and meet  
regularly to see how 
we are doing in each 

area

We re-score ourselves 
every 6-12 months 
to assess if we are 
improving - are the 
areas that were red 

now yellow and those 
that were yellow now 

green? 

Each department of the 
business is assessed: 

what are we doing well, 
what do we need to 

work on?

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve SCORE 25.7.18 SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Employ local staff and 
contractors None 12.32 miles average to yard Add to application form 1 1 Less than 10 miles

Use men nearest to site where 
possible Teams do not like to be grouped based on this and resist change. 1 2 50% of time

Good training to be right first 
time and minimise wastage Regular reminders at monthly meetings 1 1

Processes / methods to build Continue to research new technologies and alternatives to building materials. Quantity 
of concrete.            0 0

Waste minimising and 
management Use cut and fill on site, preserve top soils. Waste paving to schools. 1 1

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve Score 15.08.18 SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Accreditation of garden design 
(gold, silver, bronze) 1 2 100% of projects 

Specifying eco-friendly hard-
landscaping materials of a 
good quality and style

Because our designs are usually budget-driven, so materials and finishes usually budget-led, the 
cheapest wins.

Make more of a campaign of convincing clients that eco-friendly is the way to go (if 
possible). Use more reclaimed materials if we can. 0 1

Aim for local stone wherever possible - try hard to convince 
clients that the environment is important. However this is never 
going to be possible for all projects because of client budgets.

Space usage - minimise patios 
and concrete usage

Size of paved areas are design-led, eg: what the client prefers and how much entertaining space 
they need. However we tend not to want to over-do hard-landscaping areas as it's not attractive to 
have too much paving and not enough green.

1 1
Can't really do more than this as far as I can see - can't force 
things on people if they can't afford it… just educate people 
where possible.

Specificy gravel over solid 
surfaces wherever possible Again, client led on taste and budget! 1 1

Can't really do more than this as far as I can see - can't force 
things on people if they can't afford it… just educate people 
where possible.

Consider grass mowing and 
look at carbon balance Bigger gardens use fuel ride-on mowers - possibly unavoidable Not something we tend to consider currently Speak to clients about their needs and educate them in other options available. 0 1

Reduce lawns in favour of more planting or long 
grass/wildflower areas (again, client led - budget and play area 
requirements), suggest electric lawn mowers over fuelled 
mowers where feesible?

Pools - eco shallow (don’t heat 
depths) Not something we tend to consider currently Talk to client about needs and discover whether they would be happy with a long 

shallow pool - easier to heat - better environmentally and costs less. 0 2 Could suggest shallow pools in the future if client agrees.

Use products that endure We always use good quality products Research what the most long-lasting products to use are and use more reclaimed 
materials if we can. 1 1 Again depends on client budgets and requirements

Lighting Hideous, bright, sometimes colourful lighting schemes - 
presumabley not LED fittings

Always use LED lights with a minimal quantity of fixings so garden is subtly lit be energy-saving 
light sources. We don’t offer another option, so they can't have an eco-unfriendly lighting plan. 2 2 Think this is the best we can be - other than not offering lighting 

design at all, or just using candle light.

Irrigation Always specify when possible as it's an economical way to water (less wastage) and also means 
less plant deaths during establishment We need to always suggest this as a good idea to all new clients 1 2 Think this is the best we can be - can't force things on people if 

we they don’t want them / can't afford them.

Compost bins Put them in quite a few gardens currently - not all. 1 2 Can encourage more people to use them, but ultimately it's the 
client's decision.

Plant design and specification Could definitely be more diverse in our planting design, as a team Everyone to think more about what they are designing into a garden and why they are 
planting it - does it benefit wildlfie? Is it invasive? Is there enough diversity? 1 1

Always consider all planting and how it affects the environment 
(native/invasive) or good for pollinators unless specifically 
required not to. It can still be beautiful!

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve Score 15.08.18 SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Tools - BioOil, 2stroke, electric 
tools. Petrol driven tools standard for all-day production users HydroC based. Ltd cost effective alternatives. Eventual move to electric tools 0 0.5 100% electric powered tools

Spraying - chem Widespread use of herbicide/pesticides to aid establishment of 
plants and control pests and diseases Our use of chemicals is to industry standards and necessary for effective plant establishment ? 2 2

Periodically review effectiveness of alternatives and remain 
open minded to use of cost-effective alternatives, or 

alternatives which clients may be pursuaded to pay for.

Tubes - plastic Should be recycled. Often left on site, burnt, or landfilled. All tubes we are instructed to remove from site are put into the plastic recycling skips. However, 
not all are removed and some from times gone by are not recyclable. 

Encourage clients to remove and recycle tubes using Nicholsons - but caution on 
including item in quotes or will make look horrific/uncompetitive. Investigate possibility 
of issuing recycling certificates?  Encourage use of biodegradable tubes where 
appropriate.

1 1 All tubes supplied by Nicholsons are recycled either by 
Nicholsons or client

Arb - Wood Chip disposal Variable - Has £ value but sometimes tipped/unloaded to free up 
space in trucks to continue jobs Chip returned to site 100% recycled Future potential to use on site for CHP? Esp if electric being used to recharce elect 

tools and vehicles 2 2 Continue as now

Arb - Logs disposal Has £ value - often used for firewood sales /biomass Logs returned to site 100% recycled or available to staff for own use 2 2 Continue as now

Recycling & Treated Wood ? General waste/landfill skip often full of treated wood (toxic fumes if burnt) Separate skip for treated wood? Investigate possibility of recycling/incinerating 
treated wood for energy. 2 2 All treated wood recycled/incinerated with energy capture 

instead of landfilled.

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve Score 15.08.18 SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Species such as bats, newts, badgers are protected so work 
around these species must be conducted safely and responsibly. 

We are aware of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 for 
protected birds which and the document can be found at 

Weeds

If invasive non-native species are present where we are workinf it 
is our responsibility to prevent the spread in the area, neighbours 
and into the wild. It’s important that site workers can identify them 
so you can control them in the most appropriate way.

Following good practice for Japanese Knotweed. Use of mulches where possible to reduce 
need for chemical application  

Important that everyone is aware of the invasive species and how to identity/control 
them

1 1

Ensure all siteworkers recognise invasive species especially 
'the big three' - Knotweed, Himalayan Balsam and Giant 
Hogweed. Should also be designer/contract managers to 
identify them.

Battery Tools
Use battery tools where feasible to reduce emissions and HAV risk to comply with health and 
safety guidelines. SW have battery drills and one battery hedgecutter. Maintenance use battery 
hedgecutters.

Not many tools are battery powered. Leaf blowers especially put workers at risk of 
HAV risk.

0 2
Trial battery powered tools -  week trial of three options.  
Huskvarna, Stihl and Pellenc.   All new purchases to be battery 
powered.

Plan purchases, measure accurately, buy exactly and with good spec so that we get what we 
expect and can reject goods if not correct. Store materials well to reduce damage / waste. Plastic waste - irrigation piping, pieces and pots, tree guards 1 1 Reduce plastic use by 50% by 2019.

Loose materials used where possible - unfortunately often access and trailer tickets limit this. Plan deliveries and ensure adequate site research. Compostable bags or bag up on 
site.

2 2
Bag up loose materials from the yard. Buy topsoil in bulk and 
store at the yard (maintain 3 to avoid stagnation). Minimise 
external deliveries.

Advise clients wisely do not sell up at the risk of the environment. Advertise environmental credentials and practice to clients. 2 2
Pots returned to site and reused. Trialling plastic pot alternatives. Difficult to regulate our suppliers. 1 1 Go peat free on our own stock

Recycling
Waste plastics, cardboard and metal and hardcore are stored in bespoke skips by waste type. 
Skip provider will then recycle and sorts through the general skip also to extract any further 
recyclables. 

Are we sure this is being done? 2 2 Review skip company practice. 

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve Score 15.08.18 SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Technology
Standard Own a delivery phone, low power longer charge option needed Direct communication via handheld for loading and deliveries 1 1 Paperless loading and deliveries

Food Waste Standard We use compost bins where appropriate, keeping an eye that only food waste is going 
into the compost bins. Not wasting food that can be eaten, if we can reuse. 2 2 Continue our relationship with Melcourt

Office Space Patchy industry take up. Heat loss. Very cold in the winter. Thin layer of felt seperating loft space and roof Insulation 0 0 Insulate loft better with ventalition options

Energy Standard Woodchip burner produces heating in the winter Seek other more sustainable heating options as woodchip stores carbon 0 0 Lower CO2 emmisions from heating

MILK Fairly patchy
Average per week                                                                                                               
21 pints of North Aston Milk                                                      4 pints of Sainsbury's 
milk 

Eradicate Sainsburys milk and their plastic bottles 2 1 100% North Aston Dairy, reusing bottles, free range, 
organic ECT.

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve Score Aug. 2018 SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Production bed plant labelling Plastic labels standard throughout industry Still reliant on these - can lead to confusion with old ones or wrongly labelled. Sold labelling 
always has room for error

Clear crop labelling at crop ends on posts. Sold labelling to respect customer 
anonymity 1 1 Remove plastic labels from production beds, introduce 

recyclable tree bed cards

Economy of movement Plants stay on bed until crop largely dispatched then smaller 
amounts blocked up and crop moved Moving crops on a regular basis a lot of energy goes into this. The nursery miles travelled by plants. Possibly a one off phenomenon  result of a lot 

of nursery changes. 0 1 Crop moving is a last resort. Potting schedule to account for 
slow moving crops and where blocking up may need to happen.

Paper reduction Greater use of technology, hand held or other for many remote 
operations. Nursery use is negligible Direct communication via handheld / email for picking 1 1 More nursery use of Whats App to update Office and handheld 

info for all Nursery workers / sales people.
Plant neediness on chemical 
application Plants are grown for marketability Industry std Option to look at what we grow with view to chemical requirement - and look at 

alternatives to some chemicals. 1 1 Consider at potting scheduling the options on IMP / chemical 
alternatives for chemical needy crops

Mypex Standard groundcover material Still using Alternatives research 1 1 Any new bed building to have alternatives to consider

Road building 200mm of topsoil stripped out, hardcore and topping Industry standard Rethink this standard with likely traffic on these roads considered 1 1 That we specify light handleable crops for certain beds to allow 
for less infrastructure impact.

Stock management Workable systems in place but all bespoke to company using 
them As our systems have changed our practice has not kept up On the training and use of Wintree and follow through for plants on the nursery. Stock 

manager required. 0 1
Plants have point person through which all plant issues / returns 
/ damage / etc go So rewrite the how to guide on a plant 
problem and the appropriate follow through.

Bare root bags Co-extruded bags Industry std. But with paper bag option for retail sales and smaller jobs. Better use of the paper bag option - our habit is plastic 1 1 Bags available in season for Heeling in bed use and to use in 
preference.

2017/18 - Only two significant periods of mains water use. Rest from reservoir/recycled water Need more specific numbers for current water use, so can work on reduction where 
possible 2 2 Monitor specific water usage via meter readings so can 

measure and improve use accurately

Drip irrigation system on timed progs dictated by regular watering checks - use water needed 
only

Carry on reducing use and need for mains water where possible

2

2

Use all drippers in pots and put beds on to water for less time 
to minimise water loss. Add extra drippers where needed. 
Improvements of watering in retail areas - capillary 
matting/irrigation systems

Leaks and irrigation issues checked on a regular and systematic basis to minimise water loss 2 2
When redesigning contract beds, consider improved 
specialised areas for each size plant and plan potting cycle 
accordingly

Pot follow through on recycling, 
bags. Not knowing what happens next Follow through 1 1 Find out exactly where these go to

18 crops out of 27 grown in peat free this year compared to only 5 crops out of 30+ in 2016/17 All suitable crops to be potted into peat free 1 1 Trial thirstier evergreen crops in peat free, so can further 
reduce peat use

Only laurels, mid range and troughs in peat compost 1 1

Feeding of nursery crops
Stopped daily feeding of nursery and PC via dosatron. PC fed manually as needed with top-
dress. Nursery done weekly based on size and specific needs of crops. Still using inorganic 
fertilisers in form of universol liquid feed or osmocote. 

Move towards compost tea as an organic option 1 1
Visit nurseries already using compost teas/research further. 
Develop plan for development and use of our own. Trial use 
and success with crops

Only 1 yearly application of residual herbicide. Earlier start with hand weeding/bed 
scraping/cultural control of weeds rather than overuse of herbicides. Rota trialled this year to 
keep on top of bed weeding - preventative approach

Do every year, so could stop use of pre-emergent herbicides 1 1

Carry on producing weeding and bed clearance rota to ensure 
weeding done at micro stage - preventative rather than reactive 
approach to cultural control. Continued use of thick potting 
much

Regular P&D checks to spot issues and then target chemicals as required rather than blanket 
pesticide use. CPD on P&D and new threats/monitoring strategies. AHDB conferences on IPM 
developments and EAMUs attended regularly.

1 1 Carry on attending conferences and reducing chemical use

Research done with Fargro into possibilities for development of our own IPM strategy.  Further reduction of pesticide usage 1 1

Develop specific IPM policy and plan, including 
timings/placement of crops so biocontrols not killed off when 
spraying. E.G. buy in and trial more biocontrols, e.g. sachets for 
woolly aphid on Fagus/mite on Carp bet

Nematodes being used regularly for control of vine weevil 1 2 Designated person as IPM coordinator or hire consultant to 
help with plan and then MW/RW/AP to implement?

Pot use and recycling
All used pots sent for recycling apart from larger pots which are kept for reuse. More care being 
taken to use up pots already have in stock for potting. Only ordering in what specifically need for 
potting as needed

More use of larger pots kept in yard and more quickly reused or recycled 1 2 Complete inventory of larger pots and use for summer potting 
on

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve
Score August 

2018
SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Cardboard Cardboard Skip for all cardboard waste 
Plastic Skip for all plastic waste
Glass Skip for all glass waste
Metal Skip for all metal waste

Green Waste Large skip for all green waste. With exception of root balls of expired plants, all green waste sent 
to Banbury Plant hire. Rootball disposal 1 2

Tree Surgery Waste Bay to accumulate and sent away for use as biomass - we receive small payment. Covers cost of 
loading Compost waste 1 2

General Waste Skip for all remaining waste
Minimise waste into this skip and ensure there are no items that should have been 
recycled. Try and reduce what goes in by speaking to suppliers and looking at the 
source of the waste

1 1 Only true waste, but minimal and only to what is unavoidable

Rubble Rubble and soil kept separate for inert land fill 1 1
Pallets Stacked and recycled Be more careful and damage less, which can then be reused and recycled 1 2 Sort better and achieve higher return. 

Lighting Yard lighting is used for safety and to allow unloading as required. All recent lighting is LED and 
as the halogens are replaced they are repalced with LED. All on timers to minimise the use. 1 1 Convert all to LED

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve Score August 
2018

SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Bio security Lip service. All meant to practice good bio-sec. In reality most 
ignore as pathogens and pests typically widespread

Decon of vehicles and tools only when specific bio-sec threat identified on site or client requires. 
Arb particularly vulnerable to contamination risk. Bio Sec contingency plans. Designated clean down area. Wheel wash at entrance? 1 1 Appropriate and proportionate bio sec 365 days year. Effective 

contingency plans in place and materials stockpiled. 

Plant Sourcing Generally good esp halting the use of Box. Box blight leaflet. Still planting Olea (and Lavendula and Prunus  - 3 of the 6 highest risk plants  for 
Xylella) . 1 1

Ensure all siteworkers recognise box blight or potential. If 
unsure take pics and bring back to the office (same for any 
diseased plants)

Goods in - Quality Control 
procedure Tracy and Goods in team check all incoming goods thoroughly for signs of pests or diseases. 3rd party designers sometimes insist on supplying own plants - often come in with 

diseases - which are not then subject to the same checks. 1.5 1

Continue to monitor own plants and extend QC procedure to 
plants ordered by external designers too. Insist on one of our 
teams to be there to QC all plants arriving from external 
suppliers.

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to Improve Score 25.07.18 SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Project planning to ensure correct amounts and use correct stock 1 2
Project planning from designer to ensure correct quality and style 1 2

Choose sustainable over non sustainable Supplier traceability and ethics. Mostly client led - teams to be better informed so as 
to advise to benefits of sustainable products 0 1 Indian stone to be from sustainable and ethical sources

Most timber is FSC but supply chain not fully followed up and some timber does slip through the 
net Traceability and transparency from start to finish across all suppliers 1 1 All timber to be FSC. Complete traceability and transparency 

from start to finish across all suppliers

Some products and suppliers are local, but some are not even close! Consider if we want to continue shipping in from abroad, or if we want to support local 
businesses. 1 1 Local manufacturers and suppliers

Some of our plant sundries are biodegradable and organic Seek alternate options to Roundup 1 1 Stock only biodegradble sundries
Packaging for garden sundries and fertilisers Seek alterate packaging options 0 0 Cardboard box options for all where realistic

We have visited most of the nurseries that we use Have points that we want to be assured of at point of purchase from these suppliers - 
each department to draw up 2 2 Draw up an acceptable COP reference document for the big 

issue items, e.g. peat free, labelling, their environmental COPs

Nursery UK plants imported  from Italy €16m, Netherlands, €500m (not inc 
flowers)

Dutch stock for potting, laurels, taxus, some native. Italian stock for specimen sizes and plants. 
SAP for 'bits and pieces' to fulfil orders. We don't completely know that we cannot source a  
percentage of this from UK. Bare root now all UK

Sourcing UK for stock currently bought from overseas. Some may need to be a 
contract grow going forward on disease susceptible items. Need sensitivity where 
comparable quality and acceptable pricing can be found.

1 1
UK Nursery visiting to seek good supply of  specimen sizes and 
look at options for contract on regular potting items. Also 
checking where UK nurseries are trading their imported goods.

BUSINESS MODEL Industry Standard Where are we? Areas to improve Score August 
2018

SCORE 
23.11.18 Target 

Keep up to date on technological advancements in electric vehicles. 1 1
Ensure new vehicles are efficient MPG - aim for 40 mpg 1 1
Ensure all the company vehicles are low CO2 emissions and that we have a policy for 
maximum CO2 for car/vehicle purchase 1

1

To be taken into account when purchasing vehicles 1 2

Eco driving Have had some training but tends to fall on deaf ears Need to role out again as could save the company money and be far more 
environmental. Very important due to the nature of our vehicles 0

1 All to drive in the best eco driving way possible

Linking jobs Gardening jobs are compiled when possible and nearby jobs grouped. Continue to group jobs according to location and staff addresses where possible. 2 2

S+P S+P - Ensure journeys are logical and jobs grouped by location Done where possible. 1 1 2 jobs only ever to be booked on same day if in same area.

Booklets in vans and site workers clean on guidelines and how 
to identify species.

LANDSCAPES

Design process: Hard-landscaping for our gardens

Design process: Soft-landscaping for our gardens

DESIGN

FORESTRY

SOFTWORKS AND MAINTENANCE

Protected Species
Ruby's booklet was compiled to inform site workers of sensitivity needed where protected 
species are present. The impact of protected species on site work was clear at Thornton and 
dealt with in an exemplary manner.

Need to get the booklets in all vans and ensure everyone is on board. 2 2

No exceptions 2 2 Waste to be reduced where possible across the business.

Reducing Waste

Keep waste to a minimum by doing everything you reasonably can 
to prevent, reuse, recycle or recover waste (in that order). Sort 
and store waste safely and securely; complete a waste transfer 
note for each load of waste that leaves your premises; check 

PLANT CENTRE

NURSERY

Water use and recycling

Use of peat alternatives Patchy industry take up.

Use of chemicals and 
pesticides Protected crops using IPM, sprays fairly routine in idustry.

YARD - WASTE

Don't throw away plants! Charitable gifting to schools, charities, 
etc        Where unavoidable, pile root balls in bottom field and 

allow to rot down? 

BIOSECURITY

BUYING AND SOURCING

Landscapes

Better communication between designers and project managers

Plant Centre People buy fairly blind from a number of companies

TRANSPORT

Vehicles All vehicles are diesel Lowest most efficient vehicles that do the job!
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